Abstract. With development of logistics and ports, port throughput of bulk cargo has been increasing. In the port, the bulk cargo conveying system plays a very important part. The transfer station is critical for bulk cargo distributing and the hopper is an important part in the transfer station. In this paper, different hoppers were designed. A discrete element method (DEM) software package EDEM was introduced to evaluate the particle behavior for different hoppers. The hopper angle has great influence on the dust particle behavior.
Introduction
As the economy booms all around the world, the throughput of bulk cargo has been increasing. In the bulk cargo conveying system, the hopper in the transfer station is of great important because the hopper is usually used for truck or train loading. Besides, the air pollution caused by the hopper loading is a major problem shown in Figure 1 . In recent years, researchers focus on the study of particle behavior and dust suppression [1] [2] [3] [4] . Figure 1 . the air pollution caused by the hopper loading. The discrete element method is popularly used for particle behavior evaluation. The software package EDEM was developed based on DEM and can provide detailed analysis of bulk cargo conveying process shown in Figure 2 . The software package can help to evaluate the particle behavior of bulk cargo. Figure 2 . the interface of the software EDEM. The hopper in the transfer station is a key element in the bulk cargo handling system. And the performance of the hopper has influence to the cargo handling. In this paper, different hoppers were designed. A DEM software package was chosen and simulations was carried out to evaluate the particle behaviors of different hoppers.
Simulation of Different Hoppers

Hopper Design.
To investigate the particle behavior of different hoppers, different hoppers shown in Figure 3 were designed. Figure 3 . the structure of the hopper. In Figure 3 , the diameter of the inlet marked as D1 and the diameter of the outlet marked D2 were set as the fixed value. The angle of the hopper α is a viable. The parameters of hoppers were shown in Table 1 . 
Simulation Setting
In simulation, corn was choosing as the material and 1% dust was contained in the corn. The physical parameters of the corn and the dust were shown in Table2. The equivalent particle diameter of corn is 4.5mm and the equivalent particle diameter of dust is 0.4mm. During the corn unloading simulation process, the mass flow rate of corn is 0.07 kg/s and the mass flow rate of dust is 0.0007 kg/s. 
Results and Discussion
Figure 4 reveals the dust distribution of different hoppers. It is shown that as the angle increases, the material flow width will show a decreasing trend. figure 5 . And then the number of dust particles for each circle was calculated and the curve for the dust distribution shown in Fig. 6 can be drawn. Figure 5 . the concentric circles of the analysis zone. Figure 6 . the number of dust particle for different hoppers. From the chart, it can be concluded that the material flow is more concentrated with the increase of the hopper inclination angle, which contributes to the dust suppression. In order to investigate the dust contribution, the percentage of dust particle was introduced. Figure 7 reveals that the percentage of dust particle. It shows a similar trend to the material flow. The smaller the hopper angle is, the smaller the percentage of dust particles in the central area is and the greater the percentage of dust particles in the edge area is. And the material flow is more dispersed. On the contrary, the bigger the hopper angle is, the bigger the percentage of dust particles in the central area is and the smaller the percentage of dust particles in the edge area is. The material flow is more concentrated. Figure 7 . the percentage of dust particle for different hoppers.
Summary
In this paper, the particle behaviors of different hoppers were analyzed via the DEM software package EDEM. The results show that the structure of the hopper has direct influence of the particle behavior. With the angle of the hopper increasing, the flow of corn was more concentrated. The study will provide help for the hopper design.
